
The Lions Roar

Rising Phoenix Retreat Centre
Mullumbimby  
NSW
 
Support teaching Andy Mcintosh  
and Chani Grieve 

This retreat includes periods of explorative 
creative practice in order to support individuals’ 
process.

 

7 day silent retreat
with insight teacher Jess Huon  

October 10 - 17th, 2015



Costs: Share Room $540.00 plus dana*, or Camping $515.00 plus dana*.  
Transfers can be arranged from GC airport. 

*Dana:  monetary contribution to the teachers, enabling Jess & co to continue their work. 
Contact: Meryl 0459630391     Email: synapsesatplay@gmail.com

What is it to live in accordance with our deepest values? 
During the Lion’s Roar retreat, lead by a new generation of teachers and inspired by the Lion Sutta, the 
longer discource of the Buddha, we will be engaging in meditation and personal reflection to re-awaken our 
sensitivity and inner authority. There will be an emphasis on allowing time to allow our deepest insights to 
be fully ‘clocked’ and given the space they need to be integrated into our being and the fabric of our every-
day lives. Periods of artistic exploration - practicing unselfconscious freedom of expression - will support this 
process of finding congruency between what we feel and know and how we choose to live in the world. 
 
Teachings will draw on the teacher’s direct experience, Buddhist vipassana, metta heart practices, and the 
poetic traditions. Guidance and support will be offered through meditation instruction, relaxation practices, 
feldenkrais classes, one-to-one interviews, group discussion, dharma talks, meditative singing and dancing.

Jess Huon (www.jesshuon.com) has been engaging in meditative and embodiment practices since she was 
seventeen years old in Asia, Australia, Spain, and the USA. She has trained in traditional Buddhist monastic 

settings and also within long periods of solitary forest practice. Holding a bachelor of Creative 
Arts, (VCA), and a post grad in the therapeutic arts practice, (RMIT), Jess brings traditional 
teaching alive in a fresh, accessible, and transformative manner. A natural orator, her talks 
have been described as “street language for the soul.” Whilst deeply informed but not bound 
by tradition, her style is grounded in contemporary life. Jess is currently under the tutelage 
of Sofia O Diaz, a master in female embodiment in the USA. Jess teaches regularly with the 
Melbourne Insight Group,  (www.Melbourneinsightgroup.org)


